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EXCEL

EM BLUE CHIP BALANCED FUND
Market Synopsis

Current Positioning and Outlook

The third quarter of 2016 was filled with concerns surrounding the global
interest rate environment, the desire of developed market central banks to
generate steeper rate curves and the re-emergence of worries that monetary
policy tools have been exhausted. The European Central Bank (ECB) left rates
unchanged and made no new significant announcements, although they
hinted that they would likely extend quantitative easing (QE) beyond March,
2017. The U.S. Federal Reserve lowered expectations of U.S. rate hikes in the
years ahead, but prepared markets for one rate hike before the end of the
year. The Bank of Japan (BoJ) has come up with yet another policy initiative,
moving toward yield curve control and away from a definitive monetary base
target. Governor Kuroda of the BoJ suggested that the 10-year part of the
curve will be targeted around 0%, unchanged from the level prevailing on the
day of the BoJ meeting. The policy initiative does away with the problem of
sustainability of bond purchases by the central bank. The Portfolio Adviser
however, believes that there are two key positive takeaways from the BoJ
for the emerging markets debt (EMD) asset class. First, to the extent that
global rate volatility is unwelcome for EM assets, yield targeting by the BoJ
is very much a volatility crusher. The volatility of Japanese rates is expected
to be lower going forward, especially in the 10-year, and this will likely play
positively for EM assets. Secondly, price action since the meeting suggests
that the BoJ’s 0% target may be asymmetric: given that 10-year rates have
drifted tighter towards -7 basis points since the meeting, the market may
feel that the BoJ is more comfortable with rates below 0% than it is with
rates above 0%. Again, this implies a move dovish stance, one that should be
welcome for EM debt assets.

Given improving fundamentals in external trade balances, hard currency
bonds (HCB) remains the Portfolio Adviser’s favored asset class within EM
fixed income. Spreads in EM sovereigns are now at the middle of their postLehman range. Whilst current oil prices suggest that a return to the mid-2014
highs is unlikely, the Portfolio Adviser believes that the adjustment valve for
the lower oil prices has been EM currencies. EM fundamentals are arguably
stronger today than they were in 2014, particularly when considering the
lower external vulnerability of EM sovereigns. Additionally, the technical
picture is much more favorable for EM debt assets today, especially given the
prevalence of negative yields in developed markets. The Portfolio Adviser
continue to see further scope for spread tightening in EM HCB, although the
pace may not be as sharp as it has been. Asset allocation within HCB has
been stable over the past few months. The largest overweight continues to
be Brazil because even after the strong year-to-date performance, Brazilian
bonds stand out as undervalued in the Portfolio Adviser’s in-house valuation
models. The Portfolio Adviser expects further risk premium compression in
Brazil. Argentina, Russia and Indonesia remain the next largest overweight
positions. Within local currency bond (LCB), the Portfolio Adviser maintains
an overweight position on EM rates. Despite the yield tightening in 2016, EM
real rate differentials versus developed markets remain at multi-year highs.
Given the absence of inflationary pressures in Asia and Central and Eastern
Europe, the downside pressure on inflation will remain supportive in typically
high inflationary countries such as South Africa, Turkey and Brazil.

Local elections in Brazil over the first weekend of October delivered a
crushing defeat for former Presidents’ Lula and Rousseff’s Partido dos
Trabalhadores party. The party lost 60% of the cities it used to control,
taking its share of councils to the lowest in recent history. In contrast, new
President Temer’s Partido do Movimento Democrático Brasileiro party
increased its share of local councils. This certainly bodes well for President
Temer’s ability to push through fiscal reform in congress. On October 11,
2016, Congress approved a constitutional amendment that limits annual
increases in the country’s fiscal budget to prior year inflation for a period
of up to 20 years. This amendment will help ensure Brazil’s public finances
recover from the blowout they endured under the previous President’s
leadership. The Portfolio Adviser believes that this will go through before
year-end and can act as further support for Brazilian assets. Turkey was
downgraded to high-yield by Moody’s in September, resulting in a loss of
Turkey’s composite investment grade status. This downgrade came in line
the Portfolio Adviser’s expectations. The sharpest sell-off came in the rates
space and the central bank is likely to continue its rate cut cycle, particularly
in light of downside surprises to both growth and inflation. The Portfolio
Adviser remains concerned about the ongoing erosion of institutional quality
in the post-coup environment as well as the still large current account deficit.

Regionally, the Fund’s equity portfolio is overweight in India and Brazil, which
contributed to performance. Conversely, the Fund’s underweight position in
Taiwan detracted from performance. The strongest sector contributors were
industrials and healthcare. The main sectors that detracted from performance
were technology and materials because of the Fund’s underweight in both
sectors. Overall, the Fund’s underperformance relative to the index was due to
the Fund’s growth-oriented focus while strong index performance was led by
value stocks and cyclicals including materials, energy and cyclical industrials.
The Fund is very underweight the latter sectors. For example, in Korea where
the Fund is index weight, the Fund owns consumer-oriented companies that
were only up minimally while the best performers were cyclical industrials
like auto part manufacturer Hyundai Mobis. The Manager still believes in
investing in quality growth businesses with a multi-year outlook but has
added slight exposure to a cyclical recovery in growth.
The third quarter was a relatively quiet period in terms of global macro
developments leading into the US elections in November. Looking forward,
the Manager continues to expect stronger growth in EM countries versus
developed countries, led by acceleration in India, improving outlooks in Latin
America and stabilization in China. There is also a renewed commitment to
pursuing economic and structural reforms in many EM countries such as
India, Brazil, Peru, Argentina and Saudi Arabia to achieve a more sustainable
economic growth trajectory.

EXCEL

INDIA BALANCED FUND
Market Synopsis
The Indian markets rallied in early September to an all-time high but

Structurally, the government has been playing its part to keep inflation

subsequently pulled back in mid-September due to mixed investor

stable. They achieved their fiscal target for the previous financial year and

sentiments and signals from developed market central banks on monetary

are targeting a smaller deficit this year. Interest rate cuts were made to small

easing. Despite the pullback, Foreign Institutional Investors (FII) bought

savings schemes, thereby demonstrating the country’s commitment to

USD$4.8 billion of Indian equities during the quarter, bringing the year-to-

keeping rates in line with interest rates within the financial system.

date total to USD$7.6 billion, a sign of very positive investment sentiment.
The near-term outlook for India’s economic growth to price inflation mix
The smooth passage of the GST Bill, the supportive external environment,

should support a continuation of the RBI’s accommodative policy towards

and the appointment of Dr. Urjit Patel as the new governor of the Reserve

lower interest rates. However, future rate decisions by the RBI will also have

Bank of India (the “RBI”) combined to help drive the Indian markets higher

to take into consideration potential external shocks the following may have

during the quarter. Dr. Urjit Patel’s appointment as the next RBI governor put

on the Indian economy: continued banking sector stress in Europe, the

to rest months of speculation and suggests that the government is keen on

U.S. Presidential elections in November, the Organization of the Petroleum

monetary policy continuity, further validating its move to institutionalize the

Exporting Countries (OPEC) meeting set for later in November and the

country’s new framework.

likelihood of the U.S. Federal Reserve rate normalization in December.

The Indian bond market has rallied by 100 basis points year-to-date. The

The Sub-Adviser expects the demand for government bonds to be

overall mood/confidence in the domestic debt capital markets has been

favourable due to open market purchases by the RBI and a steady demand

very positive as India’s macro-fundamentals continues to strengthen. The

from pension and insurance funds. On the equity front, the Sub-Adviser

RBI pointed out that with global potential growth and neutral interest rates

expects earnings growth to improve, as the strong monsoon and the 7th

falling it was willing to work with a lower real interest rate at around 1.25%,

Central Pay Commission help drive consumption demand, which accounts

than the previously rate of 1.5%-2.0%. This may support further monetary

for a sizable portion of India’s GDP. The Indian equity market currently

easing in the ensuing months.

trades slightly above the historical average price-to-earnings (P/E) multiple
however, the Sub-Adviser believes that valuations are reasonable, as the

Aditya Birla Sun Life Asset Management Company Pte Ltd. (the “Sub-

market is emerging from an earnings growth trough, with higher confidence

Adviser”) expects an improving economic outlook. Indian corporates are

and stronger corporate results on the horizon.

expected to start investing for the future and therefore improve asset
turnover going forward. The Sub-Adviser expect the median return on equity
for Indian companies to improve.

Market Outlook
The near-term outlook for the Indian economy can be best characterized as
a continuing recovery that is being led by consumption spending and public
investment. Over the past couple of years, slower than normal earnings
growth was attributable to a slowdown in domestic activity, cross currency
impact, company specific issues and an overall disinflationary environment.
The Sub-Adviser expects earnings growth to recover due to this increase
in consumption demand, particularly companies catered towards rural India.

Market Synopsis

Market Outlook

U.S. equities performed well as expectations rose that the United States

The most recent economic update from the International Monetary Fund

Federal Reserve (the “Fed”) would increase rates again before the end of

further supports Excel Investment Counsel Inc.’s (the “Portfolio Adviser”)

2016. This renewed optimism of a rate increased was based on the Fed’s

thesis that developed countries will continue to experience low to negative

suggestion that it was more relaxed about the potential wider negative

growth while emerging market countries in general will experience

repercussions of the UK’s decision to leave the European Union (EU). Janet

significantly high economic growth.

Yellen, the Fed chair told the annual Jackson Hole symposium of central
bankers that the case for a rate hike had “strengthened “on the back of a

The Portfolio Adviser believes that U.S. markets will remain relatively volatile

better global outlook. The technology sector outperformed on the back of

as it struggles through a very divisive presidential election and deals with a

strong results and, and as the probability of a rate increase rose, financials

Fed that cannot seem to provide a more transparent outlook on potential

performed well also. Banks recouped some of their losses from earlier in

interest rate movements. Meanwhile, western Europe will not only feel the

2016 when the market had expected interest rates to remain at 0.25% for

fall out from volatility in U.S. market but will have it compounded with its own

much longer.

political and economic uncertainty as Brexit progresses and investors begin
to factor in the Italian referendum on the constitutional reform later in the

Eurozone equities as a group made gains during the third quarter, and

fall, as well as the general elections in the Netherlands, France and Germany

market volatility was significantly lower compared to the previous months.

next year.

Eurozone equities were driven by a positive second quarter reporting
season. Technology, consumer discretionary and materials sectors advanced

In light of the factors outlined above the Fund’s positioning will remain

strongly while health care and utilities delivered slightly negative returns.

focused primarily on billionaire guided companies that are in “Consumer”

Deutsche Bank was brought center stage in September after the U.S. justice

facing sectors such as consumer discretionary, consumer staples, health care

Department demanded $14 billion to settle the sale of mortgage-backed

and technology, all of which should continue to benefit from:

securities prior to the global financial crisis. Deutsche Bank said it would try
to negotiate the fine and insisted it would not need a state bailout.

1.

The expansion of the middle class in the emerging markets: By 2030, global
middle class consumption is expected to more than double as it rises to over
$50 trillion, with the vast majority of the increase being driven by the emerging
market economies with emerging Asia leading the way with over 90% of the
projected growth.1

2.

The continued urbanization of the emerging markets: By 2025, mid-sized cities
in the emerging markets are anticipated to deliver 40% of global growth and
emerging market urban centres will grow by over 47% and should account for
approximately 78% of the worlds urban population. 2

3.

The continued adoption and absorption of technology into everyday life:
E-commerce sales, which were basically non-existent 20 years ago, had reached
USD$1.2 trillion by 2014 and are projected to climb to over approximately 3.2
trillion by 2019.3

4.

The inescapable increasing expenditure on health care: The aging populations
of most developed nations and the rapidly expanding middle classes of the
emerging markets are anticipated to increase the amount spent on global health
care by over 130% to over 18 trillion by 2040.4

The European Central Bank (ECB) left monetary policy unchanged during
the quarter. Eurozone macroeconomic data continued to indicate lacklustre
growth and low inflation. Second quarter GDP fell to 0.3% from 0.6% in first
quarter and annual inflation moved up slightly in September to 0.4% from
0.2% in the previous month
With a more stable domestic political environment, UK equities performed
and the market was further supported as the Bank of England launched
a series of monetary easing measures which were more extensive than
expected. Some export oriented companies performed well as second
quarter results reflected the positive impact of sterling weakness, following
the UK’s unexpected Brexit vote.
Strong third quarter returns for Asian equities were driven by continued
global monetary easing in the wake of a shock Brexit vote in the UK. India’s
market saw gains on positive reform momentum, primarily the passing

The inevitable evolution of emerging market economies: Similar to the economic
growth experienced by the developed nations during the 50’s to 80’s, the
emerging economies of today (India, China and Brazil for example) are now
Asia’s largest gains over the period, with data showing that GDP expanded
firmly embedded in their growth phases and as such, consumption demands,
by 6.7% year-on-year in the second quarter – in line with expectations. Hong
which are being driven by a burgeoning middle class, should help ensure that
Kong stocks finished up strongly on positive policy sentiment from China
Sources:
they
experience meaningful and sustainable growth over the next few decades.
1.
Quarts, The World’s Middle Class Will Number 5 Billion by 2030, January
and as attractive valuations tempted mainland investors into the market.
14, 2013.
2.
McKinsey Global Institute, Urban world: Mapping the economic power of
cities, March, 2011.
Sources:
3.
emarketer; “Worldwide Retail Ecommerce Sales 2015”.
1.
Quarts, The World’s Middle Class Will Number 5 Billion by 2030, January 14, 2013.
The Lancet: Vol 387, “National spending on health by source for 184
2.
McKinsey Global Institute, Urban world: Mapping the economic power of cities, March, 2011. 4.
countries between 2013 and 2040”.
3.
emarketer; “Worldwide Retail Ecommerce Sales 2015”.

of a much-awaited Goods & Sales Tax bill. Chinese equities saw some of

5.

EXCEL

BLUE CHIP EQUITY FUND
Market Synopsis

Market Outlook

For the quarter ended September 30, 2016, the Fund’s Series A returned

The most recent economic update from the International Monetary Fund

6.5%. This compares to 6.1% for the MSCI World Index. The Fund’s return is

further supports Excel Investment Counsel Inc.’s (the “Portfolio Adviser”)

after the deduction of fees and expenses paid by the Fund.

thesis that developed countries will continue to experience low to negative

U.S. equities performed well as expectations rose that the United States
Federal Reserve (the “Fed”) would increase rates again before the end of
2016. This renewed optimism of a rate increased was based on the Fed’s
suggestion that it was more relaxed about the potential wider negative
repercussions of the UK’s decision to leave the European Union (EU). Janet
Yellen, the Fed chair told the annual Jackson Hole symposium of central
bankers that the case for a rate hike had “strengthened “on the back of a
better global outlook. The technology sector outperformed on the back of
strong results and, and as the probability of a rate increase rose, financials
performed well also. Banks recouped some of their losses from earlier in
2016 when the market had expected interest rates to remain at 0.25% for
much longer.
Eurozone equities as a group made gains during the third quarter, and
market volatility was significantly lower compared to the previous months.
Eurozone equities were driven by a positive second quarter reporting
season. Technology, consumer discretionary and materials sectors advanced
strongly while health care and utilities delivered slightly negative returns.
Deutsche Bank was brought center stage in September after the U.S. justice

growth while emerging market countries in general will experience
significantly high economic growth.
The Portfolio Adviser believes that U.S. markets will remain relatively volatile
as it struggles through a very divisive presidential election and deals with a
Fed that cannot seem to provide a more transparent outlook on potential
interest rate movements. Meanwhile, western Europe will not only feel the
fall out from volatility in U.S. market but will have it compounded with its own
political and economic uncertainty as Brexit progresses and investors begin
to factor in the Italian referendum on the constitutional reform later in the
fall, as well as the general elections in the Netherlands, France and Germany
next year.
In light of the factors outlined above the Fund’s positioning will remain
focused primarily on billionaire guided companies that are in “Consumer”
facing sectors such as consumer discretionary, consumer staples, health care
and technology, all of which should continue to benefit from:
1.

The expansion of the middle class in the emerging markets: By 2030, global
middle class consumption is expected to more than double as it rises to over
$50 trillion, with the vast majority of the increase being driven by the emerging
market economies with emerging Asia leading the way with over 90% of the
projected growth.1

2.

The continued urbanization of the emerging markets: By 2025, mid-sized cities
in the emerging markets are anticipated to deliver 40% of global growth and
emerging market urban centres will grow by over 47% and should account for
approximately 78% of the worlds urban population. 2

3.

The continued adoption and absorption of technology into everyday life:
E-commerce sales, which were basically non-existent 20 years ago, had reached
USD$1.2 trillion by 2014 and are projected to climb to over approximately 3.2
trillion by 2019.3

4.

The inescapable increasing expenditure on health care: The aging populations
of most developed nations and the rapidly expanding middle classes of the
emerging markets are anticipated to increase the amount spent on global health
care by over 130% to over 18 trillion by 2040.4

5.

The inevitable evolution of emerging market economies: Similar to the economic
growth experienced by the developed nations during the 50’s to 80’s, the
emerging economies of today (India, China and Brazil for example) are now
firmly embedded in their growth phases and as such, consumption demands,
which are being driven by a burgeoning middle class, should help ensure that
they experience meaningful and sustainable growth over the next few decades.

Department demanded $14 billion to settle the sale of mortgage-backed
securities prior to the global financial crisis. Deutsche Bank said it would try
to negotiate the fine and insisted it would not need a state bailout.
The European Central Bank (ECB) left monetary policy unchanged during
the quarter. Eurozone macroeconomic data continued to indicate lacklustre
growth and low inflation. Second quarter GDP fell to 0.3% from 0.6% in
first quarter and annual inflation moved up slightly in September to 0.4%
from 0.2% in the previous month with a more stable domestic political
environment, UK equities performed and the market was further supported
as the Bank of England launched a series of monetary easing measures
which were more extensive than expected. Some export oriented companies
performed well as second quarter results reflected the positive impact of
sterling weakness, following the UK’s unexpected Brexit vote.
Strong third quarter returns for Asian equities were driven by continued
global monetary easing in the wake of a shock Brexit vote in the UK. India’s
market saw gains on positive reform momentum, primarily the passing of a
much-awaited Goods & Sales Tax bill. Chinese equities saw some of Asia’s
largest gains over the period, with data showing that GDP expanded by 6.7%
year-on-year in the second quarter – in line with expectations. Hong Kong
stocks finished up strongly on positive policy sentiment from China and as
attractive valuations tempted mainland investors into the market.

Sources:
1.
Quarts, The World’s Middle Class Will Number 5 Billion by 2030, January 14, 2013.
2.
McKinsey Global Institute, Urban world: Mapping the economic power of cities, March, 2011.
3.
emarketer; “Worldwide Retail Ecommerce Sales 2015”.

Sources:
1.
Quarts, The World’s Middle Class Will Number 5 Billion by 2030, January
14, 2013.
2.
McKinsey Global Institute, Urban world: Mapping the economic power of
cities, March, 2011.
3.
emarketer; “Worldwide Retail Ecommerce Sales 2015”.
4.
The Lancet: Vol 387, “National spending on health by source for 184
countries between 2013 and 2040”.

EXCEL

HIGH INCOME FUND
Market Synopsis
The third quarter of 2016 was filled with concerns surrounding the global

in September, resulting in a loss of Turkey’s composite investment grade

interest rate environment, the desire of developed market central banks to

status. This downgrade came in line the Portfolio Adviser’s expectations.

generate steeper rate curves and the re-emergence of worries that monetary

The sharpest sell-off came in the rates space and the central bank is likely

policy tools have been exhausted. The European Central Bank (ECB) left rates

to continue its rate cut cycle, particularly in light of downside surprises to

unchanged and made no new significant announcements, although they

both growth and inflation. The Portfolio Adviser remains concerned about

hinted that they would likely extend quantitative easing (QE) beyond March,

the ongoing erosion of institutional quality in the post-coup environment as

2017. The U.S. Federal Reserve lowered expectations of U.S. rate hikes in the

well as the still large current account deficit. However, the government’s fiscal

years ahead, but prepared markets for one rate hike before the end of the

metrics remain strong, with a low budget deficit and low debt to GDP level

year. The Bank of Japan (BoJ) has come up with yet another policy initiative,

compared to the rest of EM space.

moving toward yield curve control and away from a definitive monetary base
target. Governor Kuroda of the BoJ suggested that the 10-year part of the

Current Positioning and Outlook

curve will be targeted around 0%, unchanged from the level prevailing on the

Given improving fundamentals in external trade balances, hard currency

day of the BoJ meeting. The policy initiative does away with the problem of

bonds (HCB) remains the Portfolio Adviser’s favored asset class within EM

sustainability of bond purchases by the central bank. Depending on market

fixed income. Spreads in EM sovereigns are now at the middle of their post-

dynamics, it could also imply less Japanese government bond purchases

Lehman range. Whilst current oil prices suggest that a return to the mid-2014

by the central bank than previously. This implies a lower level of liquidity

highs is unlikely, the Portfolio Adviser believes that the adjustment valve for

injection – something that emerging markets (EM) investors may perceive

the lower oil prices has been EM currencies. EM fundamentals are arguably

negatively. Amundi Asset Managements (the “Portfolio Adviser”), however,

stronger today than they were in 2014, particularly when considering the

believes that there are two key positive takeaways from the BoJ for the

lower external vulnerability of EM sovereigns. Additionally, the technical

emerging markets debt (EMD) asset class. First, to the extent that global rate

picture is much more favorable for EM debt assets today, especially given the

volatility is unwelcome for EM assets, yield targeting by the BoJ is very much

prevalence of negative yields in developed markets. The Portfolio Adviser

a volatility crusher. The volatility of Japanese rates is expected to be lower

continue to see further scope for spread tightening in EM HCB, although the

going forward, especially in the 10-year, and this will likely play positively for

pace may not be as sharp as it has been.

EM assets. Secondly, price action since the meeting suggests that the BoJ’s
0% target may be asymmetric: given that 10-year rates have drifted tighter

Asset allocation within HCB has been stable over the past few months. The

towards -7 basis points since the meeting, the market may feel that the BoJ

largest overweight continues to be Brazil because even after the strong

is more comfortable with rates below 0% than it is with rates above 0%.

year-to-date performance, Brazilian bonds stand out as undervalued in the

Again, this implies a move dovish stance, one that should be welcome for

Portfolio Adviser’s in-house valuation models. The Portfolio Adviser expects

EM debt assets.

further risk premium compression in Brazil. Argentina, Russia and Indonesia
remain the next largest overweight positions. Indonesia is currently one of

Local elections in Brazil over the first weekend of October delivered a crushing

EM’s best reform stories. The latest tax amnesty package is performing

defeat for former Presidents’ Lula and Rousseff’s Partido dos Trabalhadores

much better than the market had expected and will likely lead to a lower

party. The party lost 60% of the cities it used to control, taking its share of

budget deficit and issuance cost. The Portfolio Adviser also sees Russia as

councils to the lowest in recent history. In contrast, new President Temer’s

an attractive volatility-adjusted yield play with low expectation of significant

Partido do Movimento Democrático Brasileiro party increased its share of

yield tightening and as such maintains an overweight position.

local councils. This certainly bodes well for President Temer’s ability to push
through fiscal reform in congress. On October 11, 2016, Congress approved a

Within local currency bond (LCB), the Portfolio Adviser maintains an

constitutional amendment that limits annual increases in the country’s fiscal

overweight position on EM rates. Despite the yield tightening in 2016, EM

budget to prior year inflation for a period of up to 20 years. This amendment

real rate differentials versus developed markets remain at multi-year highs.

will help ensure Brazil’s public finances recover from the blowout they

Given the absence of inflationary pressures in Asia and Central and Eastern

endured under the previous President’s leadership .The Portfolio Adviser

Europe, the downside pressure on inflation will remain supportive in typically

believes that this will go through before year-end and can act as further

high inflationary countries such as South Africa, Turkey and Brazil.

support for Brazilian assets. Turkey was downgraded to high-yield by Moody’s

EXCEL

INDIA FUND
Market Synopsis

Market Outlook

The Indian markets rallied early September to an all-time high but

The Indian Monsoon season ended during the quarter with 85% of areas

subsequently pulled back in mid-September due to mixed investor

receiving normal to excessive rainfall. Initial estimates suggest that

sentiments and signals from developed market central banks on

India is set to witness its highest harvest seasons. This should increase

monetary easing. Despite the pullback, Foreign Institutional Investors

spending in rural areas and drive up consumption.

(FII) bought USD$4.8 billion of Indian equities during the quarter,
bringing the year-to-date total to USD$7.6 billion, a sign of very positive

The near-term outlook for the Indian economy can be best characterized

investment sentiment.

as a continuing recovery, that is being led by consumption spending and
public investment. Over the past couple of years, slower than normal

The smooth passage of the GST Bill, the supportive external

earnings growth was attributable to a slowdown in domestic activity, cross

environment, and the appointment of Dr. Urjit Patel as the new governor

currency impact, company specific issues, and an overall disinflationary

of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) combined to help drive the Indian

environment. In addition, the government approved the 7th Central

markets higher during the quarter. Dr. Urjit Patel’s appointment as the

Pay Commission that will hike government employees’ salary, which

next RBI governor put to rest months of speculation and suggests that

again will provide a catalyst for increased consumption demand. The

the government is keen on monetary policy continuity, further validating

Portfolio Adviser expects earnings growth to recover due to this increase

its move to institutionalize the country’s new framework.

in consumption demand, particularly companies more catered towards
rural India.

Birla Sun Life AMC Ltd, “the Portfolio Adviser” expects an improving
economic outlook. Indian corporates are expected to start investing

The Portfolio Adviser maintains a constructive view on Indian equities,

for the future and therefore improve asset turnover going forward.

considering the growth of the domestic driven economy and a relatively

The Portfolio Adviser expect the median return on equity for Indian

stable currency. The Portfolio Adviser believes that investors should

companies to improve.

embrace volatility caused by global markets events and a sharp reaction
in the equity markets should be viewed as a buying opportunity. Going
forward, the Fund maintained a bias towards pro domestic cyclicals and
is positioned for an economic recovery based partially on government
lead reforms and progressive policies to attract investments.

EXCEL

NEW INDIA LEADERS FUND
Market Synopsis

Market Outlook

The Indian markets rallied early September to an all-time high but

The Indian Monsoon season ended during the quarter with 85% of areas

subsequently pulled back in mid-September due to mixed investor

receiving normal to excessive rainfall. Initial estimates suggest that

sentiments and signals from developed market central banks on

India is set to witness its highest harvest seasons. This should increase

monetary easing. Despite the pullback, Foreign Institutional Investors

spending in rural areas and drive up consumption.

(FII) bought USD$4.8 billion of Indian equities during the quarter,
bringing the year-to-date total to USD$7.6 billion, a sign of very positive

The near-term outlook for the Indian economy can be best characterized

investment sentiment.

as a continuing recovery, that is being led by consumption spending and
public investment. Over the past couple of years, slower than normal

The smooth passage of the GST Bill, the supportive external

earnings growth was attributable to a slowdown in domestic activity, cross

environment, and the appointment of Dr. Urjit Patel as the new governor

currency impact, company specific issues, and an overall disinflationary

of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) combined to help drive the Indian

environment. In addition, the government approved the 7th Central

markets higher during the quarter. Dr. Urjit Patel’s appointment as the

Pay Commission that will hike government employees’ salary, which

next RBI governor put to rest months of speculation and suggests that

again will provide a catalyst for increased consumption demand. The

the government is keen on monetary policy continuity, further validating

Portfolio Adviser expects earnings growth to recover due to this increase

its move to institutionalize the country’s new framework.

in consumption demand, particularly companies more catered towards
rural India.

Birla Sun Life AMC Ltd, “the Portfolio Adviser” expects an improving
economic outlook. Indian corporates are expected to start investing

The Portfolio Adviser maintains a constructive view on Indian equities,

for the future and therefore improve asset turnover going forward.

considering the growth of the domestic driven economy and a relatively

The Portfolio Adviser expect the median return on equity for Indian

stable currency. The Portfolio Adviser believes that investors should

companies to improve.

embrace volatility caused by global markets events and a sharp reaction
in the equity markets should be viewed as a buying opportunity. Going
forward, the Fund maintained a bias towards pro domestic cyclicals and
is positioned for an economic recovery based partially on government
lead reforms and progressive policies to attract investments.

EXCEL

CHINA FUND
Market Synopsis
In August, 2016, the Shenzhen-Hong Kong Stock Connect was approved.

Current Position and Outlook

Over the course of the following 3 to 4 months, mainland China investors

The Sub-Adviser believes the below themes will generate stronger risk-

will gain access to more than 100 small- and mid-cap H-Share listed

adjusted returns over the short- and medium-term:

companies, in addition to another 300 large-cap H-Share stocks. More
importantly, previous aggregate quota has been rescinded, allowing for

•

High-quality dividend yield. Decreasing expected rate of return

the free flow of funds between the markets. In September, the China

will continue, creating a demand for dividend yielding stocks. The

Insurance Regulatory Commission (CIRC) announced that domestic

focus will be on sustainable yield, strong corporate governance,
capital expenditure policy, and sensitivity to RMB depreciation;

insurance funds can now participate in the Shanghai-HK Connect. Fund
flows from mainland China to Hong Kong have since grown by more

•

The home appliance industry. The rapid home sales growth in

than 10%, on total trading volume. These “southbound” funds normally

2016 will translate into growth within the automobile and home

prefer to invest in mostly blue-chip companies, such as Tencent, HSBC,

appliances industries;

and prominent Chinese banks.

•

Mobile internet. The mobile internet industry, especially the socialnetworking and online-gaming sectors, continue to expand at a

China Asset Management Company Limited (the “Sub-Adviser”)

rapid rate. Chinese internet companies successfully crowd out

is constructive on the H-Share market and believes that the trend of

global counterparts in the domestic market with innovation; and

fund flows into the market will continue and will be sustainable and

•

Heavy industry supported by supply-side reforms. The central

substantial. Many institutional investors in mainland China, including

government of China is gaining momentum in its supply side

large banks and insurers, are showing greater enthusiasm in investing

reform plan with the goal to eliminate excessive capacity. Coal,

in the H-Shares market as they provide comparatively lower valuation,

rebar, iron ore, aluminum, and cement industries will benefit

but higher dividend yields. The Sub-Adviser believes that on average,

directly.

active return fund managers were underweight Chinese banks during
the quarter. When Chinese banks rallied near the end of the quarter,

Over the next 12 months, the Sub-Adviser believes that there are four

these same managers had to keep pace with the benchmarks by buying

major factors that will affect the Fund’s performance:

them and thereby contributed to the greater trading volume within the
Hong Kong Stock Exchange.

1.

China’s GDP growth and corporate earnings outlook;

2.

Progress on China’s economic reforms, SOE reforms, and RMB
internationalization;

3.

Fiscal and monetary policies, as well as restructurings that support
the equity market; and

4.

Economic outlook of developed countries and U.S. interest rates.

The Sub-Adviser is optimistic that the positioning of the Fund, together
with its focus on specific growth themes, can create an opportunity for
outperformance relative to the overall China equity market.

EXCEL

CHINDIA FUND
Market Synopsis

Current Positioning and Outlook

In August, 2016, the Shenzhen-Hong Kong Stock Connect was approved.

Birla expects earnings growth to improve, as the strong monsoon and

Over the course of the following 3 to 4 months, mainland China investors

the 7th Central Pay Commission help to drive consumption demand,

will gain access to more than 100 small- and mid-cap H-Share listed

particularly in rural India, which accounts for a sizable portion of its GDP.

companies, in addition to another 300 large-cap H-Share stocks. More

The Indian markets currently trades slightly above the historical average

importantly, previous aggregate quota has been rescinded, allowing for

price-to-earnings (P/E) multiple, however, Birla believes valuations are

the free flow of funds between the markets. In September, the China

reasonable, as the market is emerging from an earnings growth trough,

Insurance Regulatory Commission (CIRC) announced that domestic

with higher confidence and stronger corporate results on the horizon.

insurance funds can now participate in the Shanghai-HK Connect. Fund
flows from mainland China to Hong Kong have since grown by more

China and India are now undoubtedly the growth driver of the world

than 10%, on total trading volume. China Asset Management Company

economy. Excel Investment Counsel Inc. (the “Portfolio Adviser”)

Limited, Excel China Fund’s sub-adviser (“China AMC”) is optimistic in

believes that the two countries are well positioned for long-term secular

the H-Share market. They have high confidence that the trend of fund

growth and the Fund will benefit over the long-term.

inflow is to continue, and it will be sustainable and substantial.
At September 30, 2016, the Fund had an asset mix of 62% Excel
India is among the few countries with a favourable structural growth

India Fund and 37% Excel China Fund, with the reminder in cash and

story, which is augmented by strong demographics. Birla Sun Life Asset

cash equivalents. The allocation of the portfolio remained relatively

Management Company Limited, the Excel India Fund’s sub-adviser

consistent during the year. The Portfolio Adviser believes in the long

(“Birla”) believes that the Indian economy will continue to strengthen,

term growth potential in India, and hence the Fund’s allocation towards

with significant policy momentum and legislative reforms. Domestic

India remained largely unchanged.

consumption is the most compelling growth driver in the current
environment, backed by the recent strong monsoon, prospects of
improving rural demand, falling interest rates and the large increase
in government employee wages through implementation of the 7th
Central Pay Commission. The near-term outlook for the Indian economy
is characterised by a continuing recovery, underpinned by consumption
spending and public investment.
India is currently the fastest-growing, major economy in the world. In a
scenario where growth is sparse across the globe, India offers superior
absolute and relative growth optionality. India is now less dependent
on global capital market flows due to better macro stability wherein
domestic financial saving is rising and foreign direct investment (FDI) is
meaningfully higher. As the country’s need for external flows drops, these
flows actually tend to rise as investors see stability and confidence in the
growth of the economy. However, India will not be immune to broader
emerging market capital outflows triggered by the normalization in the
monetary policies of key global central banks.

EXCEL

Latin america FUND
Market Synopsis

The Sub-Adviser believes that the Brazilian equity market will further

Latin America outperformed most developed markets over the quarter.

re-rate throughout the process of approving these reforms, which

The MSCI Latin America Index (MXLA) was up 6.5%, whereas the Global

will allow the gross debt to GDP ratio to fall in the future. If the public

Market Index (MXWO) was up 6.1%, in Canadian dollar terms.

sector’s debt dynamics are stabilized, Brazil will be on the right track to
restore investor confidence. As Brazil has one of the highest interest

Brazil, as measured by the MSCI Brazil Index was the best performing

rates globally, Brazilian equity is one of the most interest rates sensitive.

country with a quarterly return of 12.6%. Brazil’s strong performance can

Rate cuts on the back of policy reform could be a major driver of future

be directly attributable to the impeachment of former president Dilma

equity performance. Real rates in Brazil are above 5.50%, whereas in

Rousseff, and the subsequent appointment of reform oriented president,
Michel Temer.

most developed markets they are in negative territory. The SubAdviser believes that due to slack in the economy and falling inflation,

During the quarter, the Mexican equity market, MSCI Mexico Index, fell by

the Brazilian Central bank will start cutting interest rates as early as

1.2% (MXMX) and was negatively affected by the presidential election in

October. How far interest rates are cut will ultimately depend on the

the United States. The possibility of Donald Trump winning the election

success of the Government’s fiscal policies and reforms.

raised concerns about the future of existing trade agreements, such as
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), as Mr. Trump has been

The underweight exposure to Chile is structural in nature. After

vocal about wanting to renegotiate the agreement or cancel it altogether.

meaningful tax reforms failed to materialize, business confidence fell
sharply and affected investments, which are an important engine of

In general, the financial sector, especially Brazilian banks, were the largest

growth for the Chilean economy. As a result, the Chilean market has

positive contributor to the Fund’s performance. While the materials

gone through a period of valuation de-rating. Even though it currently

sector detracted the most from Fund’s performance. Itaú USA Asset

trades at compelling multiples, the Sub-Adviser believes it is prudent

Management Inc., “the Sub-Adviser” has maintained an overweight

to be patient as valuations might become even more attractive soon.

position in Brazil and continues to be underweight in Mexico and Chile.
Despite the long term attractiveness of the Mexican market, current
The Sub-Adviser remains optimistic about the prospects for the Brazilian

valuation are expensive and short term risks impose a limitation for

market; although it must be acknowledged that the Brazilian equity

higher exposure. Besides the presidential election in the United States,

market has lost strength in the last couple of months. It is clear that

the Sub-Adviser see the federal government’s fiscal policy and the

investors need to see fiscal reforms approved in order to keep buying

Central Bank’s monetary policy as headwinds for the equity market in

Brazilian equities. The Sub-Adviser believes that the government will

Mexico. The fall in oil prices has decreased fiscal revenues and widened

be able to approve important constitutional over the next 12 months.

the current account deficit, thereby weakening the Mexican Peso. To

The first law to be approved is the expenditure caps and this has been

address these issues, the federal government announced cuts in its

passed in the lower house in early October. Under this proposed law, the

expenditures and the Central Bank raised interest rates. Although such

federal government will only be allowed to spend the amount spent in

measures, from a structural perspective, are positive in the long-term,

the previous year plus inflation, for a period of 20 years. The passing of

they may negatively impact economic activity in Mexico in the short-

this law would be a strong signal of fiscal austerity to economic agents

term. The Sub-Adviser is therefore being opportunistic and using the

and market participants. The second relevant reform deals with the

Fund’s underweight in Mexico to partially fund its overweight position

social security system, which will be more difficult to get approve, but

in Brazil.

not impossible.

EXCEL

EMERGING MARKETS FUND
Market Synopsis
During the third quarter of 2016, emerging market (EM) equities

Individual stocks contributing to performance included Taiwan

continued its strong rally, outperforming its developed country

Paiho (Taiwanese manufacturer of fastening tapes and knit

counterparts. The successful impeachment and official removal

fabrics), Maruti Suzuki (Indian manufacturer of affordable

of President Dilma Rousseff in Brazil propelled a further rally in

cars), Indofood Sukses Makmur (Indonesian food company)

Brazilian equities on expectations of further economic reforms

and Tencent (Chinese internet and mobile gaming company).

and an improving growth outlook.

Individual holdings that detracted from performance included LG
Household and Health (Korean household and beauty products

Regionally, the Excel Emerging Market Fund’s (the “Fund”)

company), Haci Omer Sabanci (Turkish financial, energy, cement

overweight in India and Brazil contributed to performance.

and retail conglomerate) and Cognizant Tech Solutions (Indian

Conversely, the Fund’s underweight position in Taiwan detracted

IT outsourcing provider).

from performance. The strongest sector contributors were
industrials and healthcare. The main sectors that detracted

The third quarter was a relatively quiet period in terms of

from performance were technology and materials because

global macro developments leading into the U.S. elections in

of the Fund’s underweight in both sectors. Overall, the Fund’s

November. Looking forward, the Manager continues to expect

underperformance relative to the index was due to the Fund’s

stronger growth in EM countries versus developed countries, led

growth-oriented focus, while strong index performance was led by

by acceleration in India, improving outlooks in Latin America and

value stocks and cyclicals including materials, energy and cyclical

stabilization in China. There is also a renewed commitment to

industrials. The Fund is underweight in the latter sectors. For

pursuing economic and structural reforms in many EM countries

example, in Korea where the Fund is index weight, the Fund owns

such as India, Brazil, Peru, Argentina and Saudi Arabia to achieve

consumer-oriented companies that were only up minimally, while

a more sustainable economic growth trajectory.

the best performers were cyclical industrials such as auto part

The Manager focuses on identifying well-managed businesses

manufacturer, Hyundai Mobis. Excel Investment Counsel Inc. (the

that are experiencing secular growth trends as the source of

“Manager”) still believes in investing in quality growth businesses

strong risk adjusted returns over an intermediate term. The

with a multi-year outlook but has added slight exposure to a

Manager continues to see significant value in EM equities and

cyclical recovery in growth.

EM currencies versus their global peers.

